Travel west on 595 to the exit for University Drive
Exit at University Drive and head south (turn left)
Turn left at the light for SW 30th Street (also known as Abe Fischler Blvd.)
Turn right on College Ave. (all the way to the end of 30th St.)
Take your 1st right into the main entrance for NSU
At the stop sign, turn right into the traffic circle and go around the circle
Continue past the Horvitz Bldg. and then
Turn right into the parking lot just past the Horvitz Bldg.
Park in this lot and then walk toward the campus (to the left of the Horvitz Bldg.)
You’ll walk past the Mailman-Hollywood Bldg., the NEXT bldg. on the left is Student Affairs (a large patio with a blue awning faces the lake)
The entrance is on the far side of the bldg., and Testing Services is located on the 2nd floor